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INSTALLATION & SIZE OF COMPRESSED AIR 
LINES 
It is important to keep airline sizes large enough to 
minimize back pressure on X-StreamTM Air BladeTM 
Air Knife or series of them connected together to 
produce a longer length of air flow. 
X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives may be connected 
end to end by using the rear entry ports to “butt” 
together for continuous flow at longer lengths. In this 
situation, a “manifold” can then feed each of the air 
knives via the ports.  
For lengths of 24” (600 MM approx.) & longer, it is 
best to feed both ends. Always feed into each port if 
there is more than 1. 

 
CARE OF THE COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY 
As the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives utilize a 
small “gap” for the outlet, it is important to keep 
airlines free of moisture, oil & dirt. Keep out dirt & the 
units will run virtually maintenance free. 
For water removal, a minimum 0.03 micron filter 
complete with an automatic (float type) drain is 
recommended (item labelled A for small air knives & 
D for larger air knives). It should be sized to handle the 
total air flow of the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air 
Knives at the pressure they will be used. If oil could be  
a concern, an oil removal filter (labelled B for small air 
knives & E for larger air knives) should be added 
downstream from the water removal filter & should 
also have an automatic (float type) drain. Again, they 
should be sized to handle the total flow of the X-
StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives. Filters should be 
mounted near any X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knife 
system, typically within 10 feet (3Mtrs) to 15 feet (4.6 
Mtrs). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
USING X-STREAMTM AIR BLADETM AIR 
KNIVES, CONTROLLING FORCE AND AIR 
SAVING 
In many cases, X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives 
can either be supported by the compressed air supply 
piping or by using the mounting holes at the rear to 
mount into a customer supplied bracket or by using 
special magnetic clamping systems which are available 
at extra cost from us. 
It is best to keep the blow off target within 12” (300 
MM approx.) of the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air 
Knife as force rapidly decreases after that. The “gap” 
in the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives is 0.002” 
(50 Microns) and is maintained by a SS-304 “shim”. 
To increase the force you can add another 0.002” (50 
Microns) shim, thereby doubling the gap. Simply 
dismantle the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives, 
install the extra shim and reassemble. This will 
increase mass flow, velocity and force but also increase 
air consumption so care must be taken to ensure proper 
airline size. If you add the shim, assume the doubling 
of the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knife air use and 
size accordingly.  
By moving the X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knife 
toward & away from the target, an optimum distance 
for operation can be found. To decrease the force, a 
pressure regulator can be used. 
To conserve compressed air, it is best to use a pressure 
regulator to reduce the pressure to the point where the 
X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knife still performs as it 
must but by minimizing compressed air use by 
utilizing the air at a lower pressure. 
The X-StreamTM Air BladeTM Air Knives are especially 
ideal for applications where intermittent blow off is 
required. A sensor or timer can have the compressed 
air go on & off as required, using a solenoid valve.  
CLEANING AND TROUBLESHOOTING 
If the X-Stream Air-Blade™ Air Knife does get 
clogged from contamination, dismantle the unit, clean, 
and reassemble. Care should be taken to re-install the 
shim prior to putting the two pieces (body and cap) and 
possibly an added shim, back together. Sometimes a 
buildup of a dirty film can occur on the outside face of 
the X-Stream Air- Blade™ Air Knife from vapour in 
the surrounding atmosphere. Clean the surface using 
mild solvent and clean rag to prevent contaminants 
from getting pushed back into the X-Stream Air-
Blade™ Air Knife gap, clean with a small amount of 
compressed air passing through the unit. 
If the force or flow seems to be below normal, install a 
pressure gage near the inlet of the X-Stream Air-
Blade™ Air Knife. If the pressure is low, it may be due 
to undersized air lines, perhaps restrictive fittings, or 
from clogged filter elements. In particular check the 
fittings used and the filter elements. 
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DIMENSION TABLE OF SILENT X-STREAMTM AIR BLADETM AIR KNIFE  
 GOLD ANODIZED ALUMINUM AND HARD ANODISED ALUMINIUM 

 

PART NO. 
AA 

Inches 
(mm) 

A 
Inches 
(mm) 

B 
Inches
(mm) 

C 
Inches
(mm) 

No. of 
Rear Inlets 
(Side Inlets) 

Model:  
10002X / 10002XHA 

2”(50.8) N/A N/A 1”(25.4) 1(0) 

Model: 
10003X / 10003XHA 

3”(76.2) .641”(16.3) N/A 1.5”(38.1) 1(0) 

Model: 
10006X / 10006XHA 

6”(152) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 1(2) 

Model: 
10009X / 10009XHA 

9”(228.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 2(2) 

Model: 
10012X / 10012XHA 

12”(304.8) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 2(2) 

Model: 
10015X / 10015XHA 

15”(381) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 4”(101.6) 2(2) 

Model: 
10018X / 10018XHA 

18”(457.2) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 5”(127.0) 2(2) 

Model: 
10024X / 10024XHA 

24”(609.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10030X / 10030XHA 

30”(762) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10036X / 10036XHA 

36”(914.4) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10042X / 10042XHA 

42”(1066.8) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10048X / 10048XHA 

48”(1219.2) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 9”(228.6) 3(2) 

Model: 
10054X / 10054XHA 

54”(1371.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 9”(228.6) 
3(2) 
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DIMENSION TABLE OF SILENT X-STREAMTM AIR BLADETM AIR KNIFE – STAINLESS STEEL 
 

PART 
NO. 

AA 
Inches 
(mm) 

A 
Inches 
(mm) 

B 
Inches
(mm) 

C 
Inches 
(mm) 

No. of 
Rear Inlets 
(Side Inlets) 

Model: 
10002XS 

2”(50.8) N/A N/A 1”(25.4) 1(0) 

Model: 
10003XS 

3”(76.2) .641”(16.3) N/A 1.5”(38.1) 1(0) 

Model: 
10006XS 

6”(152) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 1(2) 

Model: 
10009XS 

9”(228.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 2(2) 

Model: 
10012XS 

12”(304.8) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 3”(76.2) 2(2) 

Model: 
10015XS 

15”(381) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 4”(101.6) 2(2) 

Model: 
10018XS 

18”(457.2) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 5”(127.0) 2(2) 

Model: 
10024XS 

24”(609.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10030XS 

30”(762) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10036XS 

36”(914.4) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10042XS 

42”(1066.8) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 6”(152.4) 2(2) 

Model: 
10048XS 

48”(1219.2) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 9”(228.6) 3(2) 

Model: 
10054XS 

54”(1371.6) 1”(25.4) 2”(50.8) 9”(228.6) 3(2) 
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USE OF SHIMS: 
Nex Flow uses ONLY stainless steel shims in their Air 
Knife products as plastic shims wear out over time and 
require replacement, even with relatively clean air 
systems. Stainless steel shims are .002” (.050 mm). In 
most applications this is sufficient. However, velocity 
and force can be increased approximately 30% by 
adding a second .002” (.050 mm) shim. Shims may be 
stacked up to 5 sets. If using three or more sets 
however, the air inlets at the “ends” should be used to 
maintain even flow along the Air Knife system 
otherwise, a slight drop in pressure and flow will occur 
across from the rear inlet ports. Note that noise levels 
and air use will go up with an increased number of 
shims. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Assistance in India, please contact 
KJN ENTERPRISES  
68A, New Empire Industrial Estate,  
Kondivita Lane, J.B. Nagar,  
Andheri (E), Mumbai59. 
Ph.:  022 – 28342079 / 30888514  
Fax: 022 – 30888515 
Email:      info@kjnenterprises.com  
Web Site: www.kjnenterprises.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Assistance Worldwide, please contact     
NEXFLOW AIR PRODUCTS CORP. 
E-mail:    sales@nex-flow.com 
Web site: www.nex-flow.com 
 


